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OBJECTIVE 1

Make a nationally consistent alerting
capability available to all government
agencies issuing critical public alerts.

OBJECTIVE 2

Establish a reliable capability to alert
at least 75 percent of the population
in a defined geographical location in
New Zealand.

OBJECTIVE 3

Improve the speed of public alerting
by enabling government agencies to
issue and achieve delivery of an alert
within 10 minutes.

Allow the public appropriate time
to take action in emergencies by
reducing the time to deliver alerts.

EXPECTED
OUTCOMES

Increase the potential to save lives
and property by increasing
the penetration of alerts (i.e. number
of at risk people receiving them).
Reduce risks to emergency
services staff by avoiding the need
for the physical delivery of alerts in
at-risk areas.
Increase the effectiveness of alerts
by targeting the right information to
at-risk communities.
Increased public confidence in
the Government with regards to
meeting reasonable expectations.

TIMELINE
2015

2016

2017

2018

Business case
Budget bid
Specification
Procurement
Build
Testing
Protocols
Promotion
Live

OPTIONS
ASSESSMENT

The top 3 options
identified during options
assessment were:

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

CELL BROADCASTING

LOCATION-BASED SMS

No opt-in required

No opt-in required

Recipients have to
download app

Intrusive sound
warns of alerts and
enforces sound & receipt
settings on handsets’

User chooses
sound setting and
can control messages

User chooses
sound setting and
can turn app off

Opt-out not possible

Opt-out not possible

Can choose not to
have app

Not constrained by
network overload - can
reach millions in seconds

Potentially
constrained by
network overload

Potentially
constrained by
network overload

Not constrained
by privacy
considerations

Privacy
considerations

Not constrained
by privacy
considerations

CRITICAL
SUCCESS
FACTORS
Strategic fit & business needs
Potential value for money
Supplier capability & capacity
Potential affordability
Potential achievability

OPTION 3

SMARTPHONE APP

THE WINNING
SOLUTION: CELL
BROADCASTING
On balance, and considering
assessment, user agency and Mobile
Network Operators’ input, investment
in a public alerting channel using cell
broadcasting offered a more compelling
case against the requirements.

THE HANDSET ISSUE
A point of criticism in the past on Cell
Broadcast was that there was no uniform
user experience on all mobile devices in
a country. This limitation is since 2012 no
longer present. By adopting the CMAS
standard, the handset issue in New
Zealand is approached in two ways:
Software upgrade of existing
devices of existing handsets by users
downloading an operating system update.

Replacement of existing devices.
About 25% to 30% handsets are
replaced every year in New Zealand.
As per November 2018 70% of New
Zealand devices are Emergency
Mobile Alert (EMA) enabled, through
a combination of operator profile
update, operating system upgrade and
replacement.

PUBLIC
SURVEY
Following the live test, an independent
nationwide survey of mobile phone users
was undertaken by Colmar Brunton
Research. The findings show that the
test met New Zealand civil defence
expectations in terms of reaching one third
of people at launch (November 2017), and
reaching 70% of the population after 1 year
in service (November 2018).

34%
70%
LAUNCH OF
THE SERVICE
November 2017
reach 34%
of the New
Zealand
population
1 year after launch of
the service reaching
70% of the population

COUNTRIES THAT HAVE SELECTED
STANDARDIZED CELL BROADCAST
FOR PUBLIC WARNING
Cell Broadcast is the dominant mobile
network technology for public warning with
successful implementations in leading
high-tech countries including Japan,
South Korea, United States, United
Arabic Emirates, The Netherlands, China,
Russia, New Zealand and many more
countries to follow.

2009 – Japan
2009 – Sri Lanka
2012 – Netherlands
2012 – Lithuania
2012 – Turkey
2012 – Chile

2012 – USA
2014 – Taiwan
2014 – South Korea
2015 – Russia
2016 – Philippines
2017 – New Zealand

Countries using Cell
Broadcast for National
Public Warning system

2018 – UAE
2018 – Romania
2018 – Canada
2019 – Oman
2019 – Greece

PROCUREMENT
SUPPLIER CRITERIA

CRITERIA

WEIGHT
Fit with business objectives

10%

Current system functionality and security

20%

Demonstrated system performance, capacity
and resilience

20%

Quality and credibility of the supplier’s
development roadmap

10%

Experience of similar system deployment

10%

Proposed design and implementation approach
and timetable

15%

Proposed support and maintenance approach
and service levels

15%

3. PRICING AND
CONTRACT TERMS

Overall affordability and value for money

Evaluated
but not
weighted

4. INFORMATION
REQUIREMENTS

The supplier’s ﬁnancial and legal position

1. SYSTEM
CAPABILITY FIT
WITH SERVICE
REQUIREMENTS

2. DESIGN,
IMPLEMENTATION
AND SUPPORT
CAPABILITY

Commercial and other terms and conditions

Evaluated
but not
weighted

PROCUREMENT 1:
CELL BROADCAST CENTRES

(CBCS CLOSED TENDER - 2 DEGREES,
SPARK NZ, VODAFONE NZ) MANAGED SERVICE

PROCUREMENT 2:
CELL BROADCAST ENTITY

(CBE) OPEN TENDER
- MANAGED SERVICE

NZD $11.5 MILLION
(€6.8M)
TOTAL
ESTABLISHMENT
COSTS

$8.8m
(€5.2M)
vendor
costs

$1.7m
(€1.0M)
internal
costs
$1.0m
(€0.6M)
promotion

$3.2m
(€1.9M)
on-going
costs per
annum
incl. all
internal costs
incl. all Mobile
operator costs

COMPANY
PROFILE
ABOUT ONE2MANY
one2many is the world leader in nationwide end-to-end Emergency
Mobile Alert solutions; renowned for its reliability, domain expertise,
more than 20 years successful track record and capability of
delivering cost effective public warning systems across the globe.
The international standardisation bodies (e.g. 3GPP) have
acknowledged Cell Broadcast as the only viable mobile technology
for implementing Emergency Mobile Alert. The most successful
nationwide Mobile Emergency Alert implementations around the
world (like in US, Japan, Korea, Netherlands, New Zealand, Taiwan)
are based upon Cell Broadcast solutions (CBE and CBC); As a result,
the majority of all recent handsets support Cell Broadcast based
warning message delivery.
one2many’s market position and Cell Broadcast technology have
been underwritten by the New Zealand operators, unanimously
selecting one2many’s Public Warning Portal and Cell Broadcast
Centre (CBC) systems for NZ’s Emergency Mobile Alert (EMA)
service. one2many’s market position and Cell Broadcast technology
have been recently underwritten by the Greek operators unanimously
selecting one2many’s Cell Broadcast Centre systems. In March 2020
one2many was acquired by Everbridge Inc.

PROOF POINTS

Is the most experienced Emergency
Mobile Alert system vendor, delivering
turnkey on-premise and cloud-based
solutions; respected at mobile operators,
national civil defense organizations,
network equipment vendors and
standardization bodies.

Is bridging national civil defence
and mobile telecommunication
worlds with an end-to-end solution,
supporting next to Cell Broadcast:
social media, CAP, Web, Radio, TV,
Voice, WhatsApp and SMS delivery
channels.

Has more than 20 years of experience in
delivering public warning systems with over
80 systems installations, at 50 customers in
30 countries.
Has the most mature, stable and
feature rich Emergency Mobile Alert
products in the market.

Is very actively involved in
standardization committees like
ETSI, ATIS, 3GPP, resulting in a truly
similar international Emergency Alert
experience with the same emergency
ringtone, broadcasting channels and
alert levels working for all people on all
handset across the globe.

Is a key technology provider in mobile
broadcasting including Cell Broadcast
solutions, CAP Gateway, Alert Control
Centre and eMBMS (LTE Broadcast).

Has a unique combination of both
theoretical background and practical
field experience in Emergency Mobile
Alert on all continents.

Has the most extensive BSC/RNC/
MME/AMF driver libraries in the market
for 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G networks.

Is an independent, financially healthy
company with strong values for social
responsibility and business ethics.

one2many.eu
info@one2many.eu

